The structure and folding of kink turns in RNA.
The kink turn (k-turn) is a widespread structural motif that introduces a tight kink into the axis of double-stranded RNA, with an included angle ∼60°. A standard k-turn comprises a three-nucleotide bulge followed on the 3' side by a G•A pair, an A•G pair, and usually further non-Watson-Crick pairs. The kinked conformation may be stabilized by three processes. These are the addition of metal ions, the binding of proteins such as the L7Ae family, and by the formation of tertiary interactions. The structure is characterized by specific A-minor interactions with the adenine nucleobases of the G•A pairs, and some very well-conserved hydrogen bonds involving 2'-hydroxyl groups. We can identify two classes of k-turns, that differ in the manner of the hydrogen bonding at the adenine of the bulge-distal G•A pair.